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Things to do in February
The gardening expert's guide to what to prune and plant this
month

Witch hazel (hamamelis) provides winter nectar... and pleasure

I was a sharply reminded of the vital role of flowers for wildlife this week by the
piercing lilyofthevalley scent of the Christmas box (Sarcococca humilis). A humble
looking evergreen with pointed leaves, it sits more or less unnoticed for eleven
months. Then, for a few weeks when the weather is unspeakable, the smallest sprig of
its minute white flowers is potent enough to scent a whole house. Its aim is to get itself
noticed by the early pollinators against the odds.
One thing we can all do for biodiversity is to grow plants to provide a wildlife larder
for the winter months when food is scarce. For winter nectar (and your own pleasure)
try a Sarcococca or find space somewhere to grow the deliciously scented Daphne
odora, the witch hazel, Hamamelis mollis, or a Mahonia x 'Charity'. For berries (also
good nesting sites) holly, ivy, Cotoneaster (never mind that it isn't native) or
Pyracantha, the firethorn, are hard to beat.

Christmas box
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(Sarcococca humilis) has a piercing lilyofthevalley scent
IFinish any pruning on apples, pears, gooseberries and currants, as the birds will be
eyeing up potential nesting sites. Cut autumn raspberries down to the ground if you
haven't already done so.
Prepare new beds on milder days. Before you go ahead with the liming or manuring,
check the pH so that you can make the soil tailor made for the crop. The quickest and
most effective tool is an electronic soil tester. It works rather like a thermometer as,
when poked into the soil, it will provide you with an accurate reading almost instantly.
If you are planning to use it over the years, it is perhaps worth the cost (from about
£10) for the convenience.
When planning your vegetable plots work out the rotation plan, then you will know
what to lime and what to manure. Never put lime and manure on together as they react
against each other. I like to use the simplest rotation plan working with four groups 
potatoes, roots, legumes and brassicas (aide memoire: 'pots, roots, legs and bras'). Two
groups  the roots and brassicas – do best in alkaline soil and the two others do better
in mildly acid soil. So as you move the groups in the same direction two are limed and
two are given manure. If you leave the roots of peas and beans in the soil when they are
finished and they will leave nitrogen in the soil that will benefit the leafy brassicas that
follow them.

Organic manures take
two weeks to release their nutrients
Organic manures take about two weeks to release their nutrients. Scatter seaweed
meal, chicken manure or blood fish and bone on the ground, or around perennial
plants, according to the instructions and rake in lightly. Lime goes on about six weeks
before sowing.
Onions and beets can travel with the carrot family as they don't need rich soil. The
cucurbits – cucumbers, marrows, courgettes – can move around with the potatoes or
the pea and bean family as they are 'hungry feeders' and like a rich soil. Lettuce,
chicory, spring and Japanese bunching onions, salsify and scorzonera can be slotted in
anywhere where there is space though try to move them into fresh ground on the four
year cycle. Lettuce appreciates a little shade in summer so it grows well below tall
plants like sweetcorn. Jerusalem artichokes make a 2m (6ft) screen in one season, so
you need to think about where they will cast shade. Globe artichokes, cardoons,
Chinese and Jerusalem artichokes, rhubarb and seakale can be lifted and divided to
make more plants. They don't need a prime site.
It's easy to make a simple polytunnel type cloche with some hoops and a length of
polythene sheet. The hoops can easily be made out of lengths of hosepipe bent into
shape. A sharpened stick put into the ends of the hose will make them easy to push into
the ground to secure them safely. One step up from these are hanging baskets placed
upside down and covered with polythene – or more professionally with filmglaze (the
poor man's double glazing) blown on with a hairdryer.
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Broad beans can be
planted in the south from the end of this month
Towards the end of the month sow peas in the cold greenhouse or indoors on the
window sill. Plant shallots out about 18cm apart with the tips just showing above the
soil. Birds like to pull them out of the ground so take precautions. Broad beans can be
sown outside in a sunny and sheltered spot in the south of the country. The dwarf
varieties like 30cm 'The Sutton' won't need staking and can be sown about 60 – 90cm
apart. Keep the area covered with cloches until the young plants have outgrown them.
Tall varieties are usually sown in two staggered rows of poles around 25cm apart.
'Aquadulce Claudia' is the classic bean for winter. Others to try are the prize winning
heritage bean 'Bunyard's Exhibition', 'Violetta' for pretty purple beans and 'Express',
the fastest bean to date, maturing in 71 days.
As the sap is beginning to rise, this is the best time to cut or collect pea sticks as they
will be pliable and easy to bend into shape for your spring peas and beans. While you
are at it, dig up last year's mint, pull it apart and pot up sections with some root and
shoot ready for the first crop of new potatoes.
Last month I was writing about blightresistant potatoes, and was interested to see the
results of trials in the latest edition of Gardening Which. Thirteen potato varieties with
claims to blight resistance were put to the test. Blight spores were introduced and the
potatoes were kept in the moist conditions ideal for crossinfection. Clear winners with
five stars were the wonder Hungarian potatoes 'Sárpo Axona' and 'Sárpo Mira' though
the 'Sárpo Uno' only got a disappointing two stars. Other runners up with two stars
were 'Valor', described as 'the best of the older varieties' and the ever popular all
rounder 'Cara'.
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apricotnelli
5 February 2009 7:57PM
I have a sheltered south facing walled front garden in Dublin.
Near the house is an abutilon which has flowered all winter ..
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and all winter I have watched the blue tits suck the nectar
pointedly ignoring the peanuts I put in the bird feeder.
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